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shown encouraging
results.
Berkhout
(1982)
introduced
migration
as a spatial convolution
process
in the space-

ABSTRACT
A shot gather migrarian before stack has bee” developed which
is relatively cost effective and successful in imaging
diffraaed &astic waves. It is a simple and yet robust acismic common-shot-gather
depth migmion
operating in the frequency~space (m-x) domain. This
permits une to carry out migration behE mcring an* yields an
image
in depth which has higher resoluliun than a normal cummonmidpoint (CMP) section before or after migration.
Another advan~
tage of this Imigration algorithm ii that it Cal incorporate a fhi” lens
term allowing “E to image Sfeam zones which occur 88 anOmal”“P
mnes duriq
thermal enbanccd oil recovery (EON procesrrs. The
exrrapolati”n step is prrf”rmcd C’“ploying the 45-drgrce pan3b”liC
appr”xlmati0” to the sca,sr wave equation. The common~shot-gather
migration has a prior requirement of the computation of the arriwt
time of tile ,,ircct wa”c k”rn the source 10 a,, dqxh points. i-his is
accomplished
by a fourth-order Runge-Kutra intrgration method of
the eikonal equation. This method is suitable for areas with both liltend and vertical velocity
variations. The linal imaged MOXS (for
migrated omega-r stack) section is a common geophonc stack xction of the imiividual
migrated
shot gathers.
tn recent years if has become lncreaaingly important to develop il
c&pdility for monitoring EOR procesxs as ,ky are occurring wnilin
the rC6cr”OY. During Iherd EOR operations. such as stram Iti”,“liltion or skim tlooding, the reservoir
formations undergo a number
Of rhermdly and mechanically induced physical alterations. we have
been succer!;ful in imaging the dimensimc
of a steam injection
zone
in the Cold Lake area using a MOXS section.

frequency

domain.

Recently

migration
(Wapenaar

schemes
et al.,

employing
the full elastic wave equation
1987) and to the relationship
between

seismic

Since the introduction
by Claerbout
(1971,

the Kirchhoff‘
1978) andf-k

summation
migration

approach
(Gazdag,

is being

paid to

for the effect of dip. Since the original
field records were
obtained with sources and receivers not in identical positions
the resulting
slack sections with dipping
or discontinuous
reflectors
are distorted.
Since
is less expensive
than current

migration
prestack

of stacked sections
migration
methods,

it is the only type that is used routinely
in most exploration
surveys. All migration
methods have the additional
problem
that it is necessary

to have the wave velocities

as a function

of spatial coordinates
before they can be applied accurately.
Migration
of the complete
unstacked
data set is less
common
than after-stack
migration,
but it is theoretically
more correct.
Prestack migration
algorithms
generally
fall
into three categories:
I.

2.

data. The numeri-

cal techniques
employed
can generally
be placed in three
broad categories,
namely, summation
or integral
methods,
differences
equations
or differential
methods and transform
methods.
techniques

attention

migration
and nonlinear
elastic inversion
of the seismic
reflection
(Tarantola,
1986; Mom, 1987).
Poststack migration
attempts to correct a stacked section

Partial prestack migration
which can be any number of
schemes to remove the effects of reflector
dip from the
unstacked
1984);

There are ~many ways to migrate

much

of the finite-difference
1976), techniques
such BS

3.

(French, 1975; Schneider,
1978; Stolt, 1978) have

data

(Yilmar

and Claerbout,

1980:

Hale,

Full double downward
continuation
prestack
migration, sometimes
called
shot-geophone
migration
because
downward

both source
continued

Weglein,

1982);

Common-shot-gather

and receiver
coordinates
(Schultz
and Sherwood,
or profile

migration

are
1980;

in which

the

receiver
coordinates
are extrapolated
downward
and
correlated
with the calculated
downgoing
wttve from B
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single source. At every point of interest in the Earth,
we correlate
the calcnluted
upgoing
and downgoing
waves.

Where

the correlation

is finite

a retlector

exists

with
reflectivity
proportional
to the correlation
(Claerhout,
1971: Berkhout,
19X2: Wapenaar
et al..
1987). The migration
of a single-shot
profile
will not,
in practice,
give a complete
suh$urface
picture. Only
points illuminated
by the source and seen by the limited number of receivers
will show up in n single-profile
migration.
complete

llowever.
by migrating
many shot zathers, a
image of the subsurface
is obtainable.
The

acoustic approximation
in seismic migration
is allowed
when the effects of the wave conversion
arc neglected.

The term “single
shot depth migration”
used here indicates that the input for seismic
imaging
is the reflected
energy lrom a source at il unique location into closely spaced
receivers
at 24 to over 100 surface locations.
Migration
of
gathers

is an alternative

to the common-

depth-point
(CDP) prowsing
and can give corrc~t imaging
and better dip preservation
and amplitude
inf~wmation.
In
fact, if the reflector
is cuwed, migration
of a CDP stacked
section
reflection

conclusion
leads to an incorrect
coefficient
amplitudes
(Temme,

the fact that a common-shot

gather

equal

to zero,

of the upgoing wave field (Claerhout,
of using the amplitude
values at time

as in poststack

regarding
the
1984). Due to

is collected

from

a sin-

gle experiment.
the subsequent
data processing
can be
implemented
with fewer restrictions
and approximations.
The need for an accurate migration
that will avoid the artifacts of CDP processing
is recognircd
and has induced
eraI authors to suggest methods for prestack migration
common-shot
migration
(Jain and Wren, IPXO: Schultz

sevand
and

Sherwood,
1980; Yilmaz
and Clxrhout.
lY80: Temme,
19x4: Chang and McMechan,
1986: Reshef and Kosloff,

duce prominent
seismic energy at the receivers.
approximation
should not he used.

section

then this

Migration
can be accomplished
by employing
the full
scalar wave equation (Kosloff
and Baysal, 1983; Reshef and
Kosloff,
1986). For strong lateral velocity
variations
and
steep dips the two-way
scalar wave equation
is superior to

depth

(:) and, hence,

equation.
The scalar wilyc
equation of second order in

has two solutions,

which

correspond

to upgoing
and downgoing
propagating
wwcs. Thus, the
scalar wave equation will generate unwanted internal multiple
reflections
for strong velocity
variations.
In migrating
seismic data we do not want 10 have energy moving around that
does not contribute
to the focussed image. The scalar wave
equation with variable coefficients
will generate such energy. This
coherent

unwanted
energy is especially
troublesome
if it is
and migrates toil time when primaries
are weak.

Also. the fact that the scalar wave equation is of second
order in depth (~1 means that we need two boundary
conditions for extrapolation.
It seems niltural that these boundary
conditions
will bc pressure P at I = 0 and the first derivative of pressure. i.e.. r)Pldr at z = 0. But 3Piaz is not recorded and it is unknown.
However.
Kosloff and Baysal t 1983)
showed a way to calculate this factor from the recorded data
assuming
migration

a constant
near-surface
velocity.
For the w-.v
employed here we shall Imake LISCof the 45.degree

parabolic
wax
the heavy
oil
degrees.
The examples

Benson

simple

In a seismic sounding,
the measurements
of a physical
experiment
comist of one common-shot
gather. The data of
a single-shot
record are fully described by the wave equation

the depth

direct arrival
time is calculated
through
solutions
of the
cikonnl
equation
employing
a fourth-order
Runge-Kutta
integration
method. If multiple,
or converted
phases pro-

1986;
Berkhout.
1987:
Muller
and Temme,
lY87;
Wapenaar
et al., 19X7). An extensive
review on the postand prc-stack
migration
techniques
is given in Stolt and
(1986).

migration.

now consists of amplitudes
at the time of arrival of the direct
wvc from the source to any point in the subsurface.
The

the parabolic
or paraxial
wwe
equarmn is a partial difSerential

SIYGLE SHOT DF.PTII MIGRATION

these common-shot

for the extrapolation
1976, 1YXS). Instead

structures

equation
since
environments

most seismic sections over
have dips of only u few

used here are besed on synthetic

cases for

and a real data set over a steam injection

site new Cold Lake, Alhcrta.
Exact
are calculated
using a finite-difference

synthetic
seismograms
solution of the elas-

for seismic waves. In seismic wave theory, the subsurface
is
considered
as a linear Lime-invariant
system. This mentls
that any broad band-type
experiment
may be seen as the

todynamic
wave equation
as described
by Vafidis
(19Xx)
and ‘&ingas (19X9). Poststack of w-x migration
and an innoYative prertack
o-.r migrzation followed
by a normal stack
were used to image the reflecting
interfaces
and the thin

superposition
experiments.

lenses. The newly developed
stacked W-.t migration
section
had much better resolution
than that obtained by any of the

of many fully
Consequently,

independent,
the seismic

monochrolnatic
data are decom-

posed into a series of monochromatic
shot records.
Each
sunple monochromatic
shot record is described
hy the wave
equation
and can be modelled
or migrated
independently
from any other one. Obviously.
this is a more manageable
and efficient
space to operate and is suited to a parallel proccssing computer environment.
Also, in the frequency-space
domain,
the imaging
step for the shot gather migration
accomplished
by 3 simple phase shifting term.
The present
method employs
the 45degree
parabolic
approximation
to the scalar wave equation in the w-~r domain

is

current

industry

Trt~otw

standard

computer

processing

OP TBE w-x Dwtw

methods.

MI~;RATION

Start with a field P(.r. z, i) which represents pressure
which obeys the wave equation for constant density:

a2
&x.z.t)+~P(x,i(t)=
v*(x,z) al2

and

I

~

-

.w~~>O,

(1)

where

x and z are the spatial

zj is the

acoustic

velocity

and depth coordinates
of the medium.

and v(x,

Taking

the

(3

Fourier
transform
of both the spatial and temporal
coordinates, one obtains the well-known
dispersion
relation
for
the scalar wwc equation, assuming
constant velocity of the medium:

that vjn, z) is the local

k:+k:=$,

Claerbout

(2)

where k, and k: art: the horizontal
and vertical
wavenumhers, respectively,
and o is the angular
frequency.
This
equation
Claerbout

is invalid
if the velocity
variation
is large
(1985, p. 87) argues for its validity
when

but
the

velocity
heterogeneity
is modest. In our numerical
experiments the use of a retarded coordinate
system contributes
to reducing

l:hc propagation

errors.

The time-retarded
fixed in space relative

(of the sign in front

showed

that

by employing

a

the effect
appear to

coordinates
arc a system which
is
to the ordinary
Cartesian
coordinate

system. The retarded-coordinate
system is related through the
local velocity
~1:) at each source location
to the Cartrsian
system by the set of equations (Clacrbout,
1985):

t’=r’(i,~,t)=f+ld~/,.(--)

z’= z’(x,;,r)-

The choice

1985)

/,

x’=.,r(X,;.f)=.~~

for k, is:

A solution

(1976,

retarded coordinate
transformation,
one removes
of vertical
translation.
thereby making the wave
be stationary.

of the square

root

gives

us

either upcoming
or downgoing
waves. The direction
of the
wave depends on the relationship
of i and f that is required

(6)

z.

The pressure wave field can be written
tionary wave Q(x, r, W) in the frequency

in terms of a stadomain as

I;“,
/I L’(Z)

(7a)

P’(,~,r,w)=Q(.~,;.w,,-‘O

to keep the phase constant
in the expression
exp(ior +
ik,z). If w WE always positive, then +kl would always refer
to a downgcsing

wave and -k, to an upcoming

wave.

Thus,

keeping the Iminus sign we select upcoming
waves.
For the inverse transform
of the z axis, we need to recognix that the ik; corresponds
to Xl:
(where i = 4 -1) and

Q(x,c,w)=

P’(r,z,w)e-lo

The retarded

wave field

(7b)

Q has a practical

advantage

wcr

k,2 corresponds
to ;)*I&‘.
Then, by applying
the operator
given by equation
(3) to the temporal
Fourier
transformed
P’(x. z, w) of the upcoming
~avc field P(.r, z, I), and multi-

P’ because, being more slowly variable
with the : coordinate, it may be sampled
less densely. thereby conserving
computational
effort.
Differentiating
equation
(721) with

plying

respect

throwhout

by i we have:

(4)

to I gives

a P’(*,z,co)

(&+,i,w)

(X)

a:
Bringing

Iequation

ply a matter
The problem

(4) into the spatial

of substituting
is the efficient

domain

is not sim-

a second x derivative
with k.,‘.
and accurate evaluation
of the

Substituting
(5) we obtain

equation

(7a) and equation

the time shifted

upcoming

(8) into equation
wave field:

(9)

square root
approximated

of a differential
by continued

1985) according

operator.
The square root is
fractions
expansion
(Clacrbout,

sents the thin lens term. In the above derivation
we assume
that v = v(.r, z) (Clacrbout,
1985) is a local constant medi-

to

f’?
R,,,, = I - ‘1+f(’

urn velocity

with f = ~‘(.t-. I) k~jo and K, = 1, where n indicates the order
of expansion.
Then, collecting
up to second order (n = 2)
truncation
becomes

of the continued

The first term on the right hand side represents the flifjraction fe~-rn and the second term on the right hand side repre-

fraction

expansion,

equation

(4)

and v(z)

depends

only

on depth

below

the

source. For B smoothly
and gradually
varying
medium. no
serious limitations
are imposed
on the above assumption.
This equation may be rearranged,
and substituting
for

-k,’ = 32/5x2, and S(x, z) = w/r(.x, z).
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the diffraction

term is given

The

term

thin

lens

with the evaluation

may

by

be incorporated

of equation

later section. Since our calculations
are done in the frequency
domain, the final depth section employing
the appropriate

as a correction

(IO) and is given

by

imaging
thin lens =

Equation
parabolic)

iw (-

-T:I,)Q(i,-,O.

’
V(X.2)

paraxial
equation.

addition,
equation
(IO) is a partial differential
first order in i and requires only one boundary
z = 0 for its solution.

The coordinate

of. the shot gather

The z variable ranges from
able depth which we want
conditions

have to be employed

tions which can influence
ing boundary
conditions
the model

according

(or
In

equation
condition

of
at

I varies along the offsets
which

the surface
to migrate.

has to be migrated.
to a maximum
desirThus, side boundary

to avoid

artificial

to Clayton

and Engquist

(1980).

variations
is based

These

the two
term.

equation

terms,

(IO).

namely,

commute

For long

the thin

and, as a result,

lens

serial processor.
The input for the common-shot-gather
migration
consists of the pressure wave field at the earth’s
surface P(r. 2 = 0, t). the medium
direct traveltime
arrivals ld (i. z).
‘THE w-x MIGRATION

velocity

AND STACKIW

v(r-, z) and the

ALGORITHM

A flow chart of the described
algorithm
is depicted
in
Figure I. The necessary steps for the shot gather migration
are as follows:

do not occur.
on the down-

ward continuation
of the upcoming
waves employing
implicit
Crank-Nicolson
finite-difference
approximation
the parabolic

(12)

where the summation
is over the seismic frequency
band.
Note that each i location
and each depth step is an inverse
Fourier transform
so the computation
is quite expensive on a

reflec-

the solutions. The paraxial absorbwere employed
at the sides of

are stable as long as strong velocity
The present migration
algorithm

is given by

M(x,r,td)= c Q(x,z,w)e 4 w tdkr)’

(IO) is the well-known
45-degree
approximation
to the scalar wave

on the surface

condition

spatial

an
of

wavelengths

and the diffraction

the depth

migration

algo-

rithm is based on marching
forward
by a small depth step,
AZ, alternately
solving the two equations
given by (IO) and
(I I). In other
apply

words.

the diffraction

lens term
calculation
assured
is known.
ditionally
downward

to propagate
term

is then applied
(Claerbout,

because

to the output
1985: Yilmar,

the stability

extrapolation

field

first

extrapolation

algorithm
is unconprocedure
for the

of the upcoming
from

step,

Q. The thin

from the diffraction
1987). Stability
is

of each separate

The present finite-difference
stable and the discretiration

Appendix
B.
The main difference

one depth

on the wave

the zero-offset

field

is given

migration

in

is the

imaging condition
and the fact that in the shot gather migretion the true medium velocity
should be used instead of the
half value as in the zero-offset
migration.
Assuming
that a
reflector

exists

whenever

and the reflected
the depth section

the direct

wave from

the source

wave are coincident
(Claerbout,
will consist
of wave amplitudes

L

*

1
COq.JISld
“IL”8 ‘4 m

L

1971).
at the

given depth location
at the time of the arrival of the direct
wave. If P(~u, I = 0, f) represents
the recorded common-shot
gather at the earth’s surface, the final section will consist of
M (I. z, I~), where fd (i. 2) is the arrival
time of the direct
wave from the source to the depth points (.K, z) computed
by an exact ray tracing
algorithm
(see
full description
of the ray tracing algorithm

Appendix
A). A
is described
in a
Fig. 1, Flow chart for the o-x shot gather depth migration
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I.

Having

a reliable

direct
2.

traveltime

arrivals
point

Then,

the Fourier

we take
field

P(r.

model,
from

any subsurface
surface
3.

velocity
within

we compute

each sowce

the illuminated
transform

i = 0, f), namely,

where AY and AZ represent the spatial sampling intervals for
the horizontal
and vertical axes, respectively,
and y = l/12
from the Douglas formula (Mitchell
and Griffiths,
1980).

the

location

to

area;

Figure 2 depicts a comparison
of the exact dispersion
relation
(equation
14) with the dispersion
relation
derived
for the finite-difference
approximation
(equation
15) with
ArlX = II4 and AZ/~ = l/IO. Clearly, for the same k, and k:
values the algorithm
starts to deviate substantially
from the

of the recorded

P’(.r. z = 0, w);

For each depth step, and for all frequencies,
we perform a ,time shift by taking equation (7b) and, thus, we
evaluate

4.

the shifted

wave field

Q(x. z. co);

true wave equation.
Figure 3 compares the finite difference
paraxial
approximation to the wave equation
with the full wave equation in

For each depth step AZ,
a) we solve

equation

(IO)

using

Nico~lson finite-difference
Q(z+Az, x. w) wave field,

an implicit

algorithm
(Appendix

Crank-

terms of the wave propagation
angle. Up to 45 degrees to
50 degrees the two dispersion
relations
are in agreement,
whereas
for propagation
angles beyond 45 to 50 degrees

for the retarded
B),

b) we correct for the thin lens term (if one has lateral
varialble velocity) by solving analytically
equation (I I);
5.

We perform

the imaging

by emplloying
The

final

geophone
according

equation

migrated

stacking
tam

condition

x finite4‘.
Y exoc,

for the Q wave field

1.a0L-

(I 2).

section

is computed

of the individual

by a common

migrated

shot gather

M,(x,,z:l=CW(x.r)*M(r~,l,,;),

(13)

h,
where

xR and .r, represent

geophone

and shot

0.20
0.40
0.6”
0.80
1.00
1.2

locations,

respectively.
The W(x, z) represents a spatial window
which
is applied
before the stacking
of the shot gathers and is
based on the specific
ray illumination
from the source to
each depth point

kx wovenumber

in the subsurface.

of the dispersion
relations
wave equation and the finite-difference
equation

Comparison

between

the

parabolic wave

As was shown previously,
the exact dispersion
relation
the scalar wave equation for a downgoing
wave is given by

Fig. 2. Comparison of the dispersion relations between the exact
scalar wave equation to the finite-difference
approximation of the
parabolic equation

of

1.10
I.““0.90o.m-

kl =,/i-k:.
or in normalised

form

as

x ‘init. 4‘.
Y sxmt

25 0.7”-

where k is the wavenumber
and is equal to k = 2x/h where
h represents
a dominant
wavelength,
k: is the vertical
wavenumber
and is equal to k: = k co&, k,2~
is the horizontal

E
;

ma-

:

“SO-

:
N
y

0.40.
O.J”0.2”-

wavenumba
k,c = k sine where 0 is the angle of the wavefront propagation
measured from the vertical axis.
The normalized
ence approximation
given by (Tsingas,

dispersion
relation
of the 45.degree

for the finite-differapproximation

1989):

0

1”

2”

JO

propagation

is

4”

50
angle

6”

7”

so

Fig. 3. Same as Figure 2. but in terms of wave propagation

2 sin’(k,An

i 2

* 2 sin’(k,Ax

90

in degrees
angle.

(15)
12) - Li$
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the solution
starts
depicts the accuracy

to deteriorate.
In particular.
Figure
of the algorithm
for the same ratios

3
of

Arlh and Azlih as used in the prestdck
i.e., Axih

= 114 and A:/?. = l/IO.

than 55 degrees

migration
examples,
Waves propagating
higher

do not image properly.

COMPUIATION

OF ‘r&u? DIRFC’~ Ttw:

ARRI\~,~I.s

The calculation
of the direct time arrivals
is performed
via a ray tracing procedure.
A description
of the first-order
ordinary
system, of equations
of ray tracing in two dimensions is given inCcrv+
in Appendix
A. The

and Ravindra (1971) and is depicted
solution
of the differential
equations

for rays in inhomogeneous
media is hat approximated
hy
numerical
methods.
In this algorithm
the system of the three first-order
ordi-

the prcscnt prcstack migration
algorithm
requires that rays
be traced from each source locution
to each depth point in
Based

on Fermat’s

principle

which

states

that,

fhe change in Imaeltimr with w.sp~f fo the chungc of /he
raypath i.r xvo, the ray tracing algorithm
can he described
as follows.
The slowness

(reciprocal

of the velocity)

sum of two functions,
depends only on depth,

is written

as the

the first
of which
is large and
while the other is small and varies

both with depth and position along the line. Using the system
given in Appendix
A. the raypaths
are calculated
for the
first slowness function
and are used for the computation
of
the direct

time

arrivals

for each

subsurface

point.

For the

same depth points, the previously
computed
raypaths
are
used to calculate trwcltimc
perturbations
due to the laterally
varying
part of the ~IOWIICSS. The traveltime
perturbations
are added to the previous
calculated
time arrivals
fiw each
depth point. Wcnrel
(1988) and Carter and Frazer (1984)
used the same approach

for the computation

of the migra-

tion curves needed to perform
KirchhofC migration
for laterally varying
media. Fawcctt and Clayton
(I 9X4) employed
this lincarizcd
approach
for the tomographic
reconstruction
of velocity
anomalies.
For larger perturbations
ray computations
may be necessary.
A flexible
two-dimensional
ray tracing
developed

to model

the kinematic

characteristics

more

exact

algorithm

between

is

of the wave

the normal

to the surface

and the direction

ad,jacent layers. Given the transmitted
angles, the algorithm
continues
to my trace until another
interface
has been
reached. When a ray reaches the last specified
interface, the
algorithm
increment.

continues
with a new ray according
When a critical
angle for a reflected

been observed,
the ray stops at that point
starts tracing a new ray.

to the ray
wave has

and the algorithm

Next. a two-dimensional
lect the direct time arrivals

interpolation
is performed
to coat the corresponding
grid points

to be used for the imaging

operation

shot gather
Muting

nary differential
equations
(see Appendix
A) is solved
employing
the fourth-order
Rung-Kutta
integration
method (Johnston,
1982). When velocity
varies laterally,

the section.

product

cosines of the ray (Shah, 1973). Using SnellS law the transmltted angle can be calculated
given the velocities
of the

migration

according

of the migrated

performed

tu equation

during

the

(I 2).

shot gathers

In migrating
common-shot
gathers, one has to hc very
careful regarding
the subsurface
coverage according
to each
shot location
and the receiver
geometry.
Also, one has to
check

if the subsurface

has a regional

dip. Then,

subsurface

depth points illuminated
by the shot can bc evaluated
by
ray tracing and. as a result. a spatial-depth
muting window
can bc applied to the migrated
This way, spurious
reflections
caused partially
the shot-receiver

by the limited subsurface
coverage due to
locations and partially due to the 45. degree

parabolic
approximation,
will
each migrated shot gather.

not contribute

SYNTHKtK
Figure

shot gather before stacking.
and migration
artifacts,

4h illustrates

EXAMPLES

the finite-difference

of the present
depth migration
impulse for zero offset depicted
velocity
medium
the f.d. operators

to the stack of

(f.d.)

operator

algorithm
due to a time
in Figure 4a. For a constant

and according
to the imaging condition,
response should form a semicircle
in the

i-z space with a radius of I = Y */, where Y is the velocity of
the medium and r is the one-way
traveltime.
Since we at-e
using the 45degree
parabolic
wave equation,
tors start to dctcriomtc
at about 50 degrees.
To demonstrate

the applicability

gather-migration

method

examples

are considered

syncline

model

shown.

Figure

with

of the present

a number

of synthetic

in this section.
the appropriate

shot-

and real

Figure

S depicts

interval

velocities

the SH synthetic

6 illustrates

the f.d. opera-

a

seismograms

propagation
in the unperturbed
media for the computation
of the direct time arrivals
from a specified
source to each
point at the subsurface.
Once a two-dimensional
depth model is specified
with

generated
employing
the depth model shown in Figure 5.
The synthetic shot gather consists of 48 traces and was com-

depth

(Vafidis,

IYKX). The trace spacing

geometry

was used. An SH line

horizons

represented

by splint

ties are assigned to each horizon.
ing rays. Three initial conditions

functions

and vcloci-

the algorithm
starts tracneed to be given. namely.

puted

employing

ing a dominant
time step was

a (2, 4) SI!

frequency

finite-difference
source

was employed

I ms and the grid

interval

was set at 6 m in

order to satisfy
stability
respectively.
The direct

criteria
arrivals

the interface
is calculated
by taking
the gradient
of the
rpline function
and substituting
the coordinates
of the point

direct

have been computed

Figure

into

The image

it. The

angle

of incidence

is obtained

from

the dot

7 illustrates
agrees

arrivals

the migrated
very

hav-

GC 25 Hz. The finite-dilference

the source coordinates
xc, and L,~ and the departure
angle of
the ray. The angle increment
is also specified.
When the ray
finds an intersection
point with an horizon,
the normal to

trweltimc

algorithm

is IX m and a split-spread

well

with

and dispersion
effects,
have been removed.
The
result

analytically.

of the shot gather.

the original

depth

model
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A Time imdse

interpolation
interpolated

from the rays shown in Figure X. Having the
time array and the velocity
field of the media

the shot-gather-migration
algorithm
produced
the section
shown in Figure IO, employing
a depth step of 4 m. All the
horizons were mapped at the correct spatial and depth locations and also the algorithm
preserved
the correct polarity
as indicated
in Figure
IO at approximately
400 m. Also,
Figure IO illustrates
the pass window
according
to the illuminated

zone shown

in Figure

8.

FIELD SEISMIC REFLECTIONPRomu OVER A STEAM
INJECTlOW SITE
In February
out a seismic

of 1984, Esso Resources Canada Ltd. carried
experiment
over a steam injection
site near

Cold Lake, Alberta,
heated fluid-saturated

P
‘.

ment

consisted

approximately

in order to investigate
the effects of
zones on seismic waves. The experi-

of three

seismic

lines

on a steam

injection

well.

of data
Figure

centred
I I depicts

a plan view of the three surface seismic lines. Line 80 runs
from NE to SW starting
with station #IO17 and ending at
/bJ

station #I 103, covering
a total distance
has a direction
from E to W, starting

Fig. 4. (a) Tilne impulse located 100 ms. (b) Impulse response of
the shot gather o-w depth migration algorithm.

A svncline model
-432m
GO

.

and terminating

G

.

.

432111
G

.

of I. I km. All

on line

82 between

three

lines

ration.

#IO32

source

each with

(continuous
corresponding
The

next

depth model. (S = source location,

line superimposed
subsurface
depth

model

G = receiver

on the depth section)

for the

considered

is a symmetric

The field

shot gather

consist-

an 18 m station

sepa-

stacking

at

was 36 m, result-

fold of 2400 percent.

The near-

was at I8 m and the farthest

A linear mute applied
to cancel the high-amplitude
horizontally
travelling
elastic waves (first breaks);

2.

The application
function,
wavefront

one

of the inverse

attenuation
interfaces,

of the exponential

function
attempts
variations
due

computed
line 82.
3.

to compento physical

(Q), spherical
divergence
scattering
etc. Various shot gathers were selected

from these records the amplitude
traces within various time windows
inverse of an average exponential

spread shot gather computed
by employing
a (2, 4) P-W
finite-difference
formulation
(Vafidis,
1988) and the velocitydepth model shown in Figure 8. A P-wave line source was

gain

calculated
on the basis that the energy of the
decreases
as it travels at large distances.

Hence, this very simple
sate for large amplitude

some of the unperturbed
raypaths and the subsurface coverage
according
t,o this geometry.
Figure Y illustrates
the split-

gather shown consists of 48 traces with 18 m trace spacing.
The time array was computed
by a two-dimensional
spatial

at sta-

I.

half is shown in
layers and a low8 also illustrates

employed
h,aving a dominant
frequency
of 25 Hz. The grid
spacing was 6 m and the time step was set at 0.5 ms. The shot

each other

The following
processing
steps applied to line 82 (Figure
I I) under the idea that the less done to the data the better:

coverage.

with respect to the source and the right
Figure R. It consists of a number of flat
velocity
thin lens within
a layer. Figure

distance

used was 0.3 kg of dynamite

est offset trace in a shot gather
offset was at 432 m.

Fig. 5. Syncline
locati0n.l

a total

and #1033.

depth of 9 m. The shot interval

ing in a maximum

500 m

intersect

was a split-spread

channels,

The energy

an average

stations

geometry

ing of 48 receiver

250111

covering

tion #IO44 on line X0, #IO.% on line 81 and #IO36 on line
X2. The actual steam injection
surface location
is situated
acquisition

150 m

#1117,

of 2. I km. The third line (82) runs NW to SE, with station
numbers ranging from #IO01 to #1061, covering a total distance

S

at station

of 1.5 km. Line 81
from station #IO01

and applied

at
and

decays of different
were analysed. The
decay function
was

to all shot records

throughout

Next, the receiver
and shot surface-consistent
statics,
provided
by Esso, were applied to all shot and receiver
locations.
These surface statics are necessary
for the
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-432m

INPUTGATHER

432m
1

0.5
Fig. 6. SH synthetic split-spread
CDC 205 superconlputer.
compensation
velocity
4.

of time

surface

A global

shot gather for the syncline models The computations

shifts

due to a weatherrd,

deconvolution

low-

trace balancing

was applied

as follows:

from

to all shot records
one shot gather

a

time window
from 0.X s to I.0 s was selected and the
mean of the amplitudes
squared was computed
for all
48 traces in the gather, resulting
in a global factor. The
reason for the selection of the 0.8 to 1.0 s time window
is that within this interval the reflections
are consistent
and continuous

and it is well

in the Clearwater
Formation
One could
also ase a band
Clearwater
but the retlection

below

the targeted

zone

which occurs
at 0.5 s.
of reflectors
above the
quality
m the upper scc-

tion is mwe variable. Then, for each trace in each shot
gather, the sum of amplitudes
squared within the same
time window
(0.8 to 1.0 s) was computed,
resulting in a
trace
trace

factor.
factor

The ratio between the global
was applied
to each [race

operator

with a finite-difference

affects

the reflection

algorithm on a

amplitudes

of

the data. Consequently,
our stack sections are dominated
by
a relatively
low dominant
frequency.
Also, no trim or resid-

layer.

and was computed

are performed

factor to the
of all shots

throughout
line 82. Consequently,
all the source
records have been normalized
to a uniform amplitude.
Figure I2 illustrates
the common-midpoint
(CMP) stack
section corresponding
to line 82 generated in the Seismology
Laboratory
at the University
of Alberta
with our own software. No deconvolution
was applied to the data, since the

ual statics were applied to our processing
sequence, since
we are trying
to preserve
small time delays in the data
caused by the low-v&city
zone or minor stratigraphic
structural
wriations.
The w-x depth
migration
in poststack
mode
was
employed
first to migrate the CMP stack section of line X2,
shown in Figure 12. Care must be taken to use the appropriate imaging condition
for the poststack depth migration
and also to employ half the medium’s velocities
in equations
(IO) and (I 1) according
to the exploding
rctlection
model
(ERM) assumption.
Figure
I3 illustrates
the velocity-depth
model used to
compute
the direct time arrivals
for the time shifts to be
employed
during
the imaging
step in the prestack
depth
migration.
Esso provided
us with the information
regarding the location
of the steam injection
and the depth
where the steam has been injected, which is around 450 m.
Figure I4 illustrates
an after-stack
depth-migrated
section
of the stack section
shown in Figure
12, employing
W--Y
migration
(in the zero-offset
mode) algorithm
[equations
(IO) to (I 111, using half the medium velocities and r,,(.r. z) = 0
as the imaging
condition
according
to ERM. Comparing
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MIGRATED

432m

GATHER

-432m

600.
Fig. 7. Deptll migrated shot gather of the syncline model.
the after-stack
depth migration
shown in Figure
14 to the
originally
unmigrated
stack time section shown in Figure 12,
one sees little difference
in the apparent width of the steam
zone. The top of the Paleozoic
at 600 m or 0.6 s is discontinuous
in both sections.
There are other detailed
differences between
the time and the depth section at various
reflecting
horizons.
To obtairl

a better

image

to use migration
before
taken the wx migration

of the subsurface

stacking
method

the seismic
as outlined

it was decided
data. We have
in the earlier

15, one can see that the prestack
migrated
higher overall resolution
than the after-stack
tion. Also,
in Figure
between
stations #lo29

section shows
migrated
sec-

IS and at approximately
450 m
and #lO35, one can see that the

reflected
energy from the heated zone due to the injected
steam is more compactly
imaged. It should be noted that
the image of the Paleozoic
horizon
at 600 m is much
smoother
than in Figure
14. This would indicate
that the
low-velocity

lens, due to the steam zone,

has been reason-

ably well corrected.

section and obtained
a new type of stacked section. For the
prestack
depth migration,
the field shot gathers were COTrected for g:eometrical
spreading
and for surface statics due
to the weathered
layer which
includes
amplitude
balancing
factor was applied
to accommodate
the variable
above. By emigrating individual

glacial
drift.
An
to all shot gathers

source energy,
shot records,

as outlined
a true depth

A shot
domain
vertical

gather

depth

migration

operating

in the w-x

was developed.
The algorithm
can be used for both
and lateral velocity
varying media. A true common-

point stack was performed
according
to equation
(l2), and
the result is depicted in Figure I5 as a migrated w-x stacked

depth stacking
after the migration
of each shot gather
yields a higher resolution
image on the migrated
depth section. This type of prestack
seismic
section
MOXS
(for

(MOXS)
section.
Note that the trace spacing in a MOXS
section is the true geophone
spacing, namely, 18 m. In both

migrated
omega-x
stack) has been developed
which images
the subsurfae
with finer resolution
and better amplitude

pre- and poststack
depth migration
operations,
a depth step
of 4 m was used to extrapolate
the reflected
upgoing wave
field downwards.

preservation.
Although
it has only been applied
injection
zone near Cold Lake, Alberta,
this

Comparing

both sections,

namely,

Figure

I4 with

Figure

quite general and may be applied
where subsurface
inhomogeneities

to a steam
method
is

to any seismic data set
scatter or diffract
the
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elastic waves. Presteck
resolves and preserves
the after-stack

migration
amplitude

migration.

By

in the shot gather domain
information
better than
performing

the prestack

migration
in the frrqurncy-spatial
domain, one can implement the present algorithm
in parallel computational
environments.
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arrow indicates the steam injection level.) The various geological

for-
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0 ‘“”

,045
I
,880 m/s

,njectionIoration
,035
1028
I

,018

where x and z arc the Cartesian coordinates of the ray, v(x.
ii is the compressional velocity of the medium and e,%~
is the
angle between the raypath and the horizontal coordinate.
A fourth-order
Runge-Kutta extrapolation method
(Johnston, 1982) was employed to solve numerically the
above system of equations.

,001
I

200
2100 m/r

APPENDIXB

z
s
3 400

The difference approximation
approximation

2220 ml:

to the parabolic

In order to compute the monochromatic wave field at
Q(x, zi, we discretire the differential equation (10 and
approximate Q(x. ZJ by a mesh function q,,m, where m =
i&r, with i = I ,......, Nx and n = k AZ. with k = I ,.,,,, Nz,
where Ax and AZ are finite-difference mesh grid spacings
for the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. Nx indicates the number of traces in the gather and Nz the number
of depth steps. For simplification, we note that S(i A& k AZ)
= S from the definition of S, obtained from local vertical
slowness, in equation (IO). Replacing the differentials with
their respective finite differences we get the following:

2400 m/r

600

-&

6,,r 6: Q

2S i S:Q + F,, Q = 0,

@I)

where 6: = a/az, s, = ava2
Fig. 13. Velcx:ity-depth

model employed

during the poststack

and

prestack migrations.
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A higher order (fourth) of accuracy for the approximation of the second-order differential is the Douglas formula
and is given by (Mitchell and Griffiths, 1980, Claerbout,
19X5):
1 ( 62
~
W
Ax’ I+ y&
where Ax is the grid spacing and h = l/12 (Mitchell and
Griffiths, 1980) and 62 is the operator (I, -2, I).
An implicit Crank-Nicolson (Claerbout, 1976, 1985;
Mitchell and Griffiths, 1980) finite-difference algorithm
scheme is employed to solve the resultant-difference equation.
This algorithm is unconditionally
stable (Mitchell and
Griffiths, 1980) and involves nmre than one point at the
advanced depth level centred at n + 112according to
&,=-

(B3)

YT+)$=; MY1 +43

The finite-difference
approximation of the differential
equation (Bl) employing equations (B2) and (83) reads:

APPENDIXA
The ray tracing system of equations

-~‘~)‘q:*~q~‘+~~2(~~~~-)q_,+

&rven$ and Ravindra (197 1) showed that for two-dimensional inhomogenous media the system of ordinary firstorder differential equations for rays is given by:

I
62
+zAr~(l+y62)q”

.‘-?g(,~+,-,~)~O.

dr(t)ldr=v(x,z)*cos(e,)
dz(r)/dr=V(X,z)*sin(u

Multiplying

I)

ae,~at=aY(x,z)~ax~sin(e,)-av~x,z~~az*~~s(e,),(~~)

__-.

..,.,,._~~..

~~.~~~~

~,~.,,.

~.-----.-.~

throughout by ~Wwz(l+@*)we have

(B4)
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Cold Lake Line 82
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Fig. 14. After-stack depth migrated section for line 82. Note that lo provide easy comparison with Figure 15, every second trace only is dis
played so that the trace spacing is equal 10 the station interval. namely. 18 m. (Arrow indicates the steam injection level.)
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Cold Lake Line 82
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1051
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STEAM INJECTION
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Fig. 15. Migrated w-x stacked (MOXS) section for line 82 employing the prestack O~Y migration .$gorithm described in the tat. Note that the
trace spacing is equa\ 10 the station interval (18 m) because the MOXS section ~~rnp~te~ the bmage at the r~el”er
locations Only. (Arrow
indicates the steam injection level.)
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2&
2 S AZ

---(l+y6z)(q~+,-q::‘)=o.

Simplifying by setting the laterally varying coefficients as
A and B we have:
A(m.n)

B(m.n)=

=I

2SAr

CBS)

Taking the n+l values to the unknown, while all the n present
values are known, WCend up with a system of simultaneous
equations given as follows:
h/A,0

y2,

0

ii2

B2

ii,

0

A3

B

0
;i,

1
+ p,:~:’

I
“l
-4,,+, + p

0

1
m-1+-q”‘+’

0

1 “,-I
- q” + yq”

-zsyq”‘+Byq”.‘=O.

(B6)

Separate the terms with index n+l to the left-hand side and
the terms with index n to the right-hand side and after some
algebraic simplifications we have:
(-A++/,’

+(2A-I-B+2By)q,“,,+

+(-A++-By)q;:;‘=
(-A~~-By)q”i1+(2A+I~R+2By)q:‘+
+(-A-;-By)q;~~‘.

(B7)

Replacing the coefficients of the yS, and noting that the
first is equal to the third, we get for the left-hand side:
A(m,n)=(-A+;-By)
ii(m,n)=(2A-I-B+2By)

and for the right-hand side:
&n,n)=(-A-;-By)
D(m,n)=(2A+I-B+2Ry),

or in compact form:
Y&f;*+,+ Eq,y+, + zq’y;

= cc/;’

+ Dqfi’ + i;q’y.

.

A”,-,
0

B,,m, k+
ii,,

hr

dill
m
.9,,+1

(B9)

T
4: .

where

BY,“,, + Bq,” - B Y K+:’ + 2B Y q::, - B Y q,’
+Byq,”

df

0

A q,;+;’ + A 4,;” - 2 Aq:’ + A 4,”

2 ”

4

0

and applying the operator 62 = (I, - 2. I) we have:
-A 42::’ + 2 Aq;+,

Y’+,
7
4,;*,

(BX)

q =cqy

+ uqz’ + Tq;-’

The hl and h,- are adjustable and are evaluated according to
the boundary conditions (Clayton and Engquist, 1980). The
above system is a tridiagonal system, that is, except for
three diagonals all the elements of the matrix in (B9) are
zero. Claerbout (1985) gives an elegant method for the
solution of such systems.

